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known issues. connection issues. if you get the "data pack update not received message". - see above for the fix. connection issues with the "oasis" level. it is recommended to use "custom level" instead. (see this topic: https://en.arkeek.com/halo-3-attack-on-titan-2-cosmic-theories-of-the-universe-15360 ). day one files are special. these
allow you to import characters and boost missions at the start of the game. therefore, these do not need to be backed up and can easily be overwritten. put your custom characters/boosts/mods into your own folder and run "custom.dayonefile.exe" which is located in the \data folder. uncomment this line and save your changes. do not

forget to do this in both the \halo 3 and \halo 3d config files. you will also need to restart the game if you are in the main menu, the multiplayer menu, or want to play the online co-op campaign in order to see the changes. hi kaos, finally, a forum update! i made a forum update with a new skin. and also included a fix for the old loader. it
is over 250mb so please be patient, as its 2 new files and a new loader :d the new skin is called 'gn" (a black and purple version of the old one) and the fixed loader is called 'o (a grey, colourless one) so hopefully it should work for you as it did for me, and an update log for the loader: shader version 3.40 (built june 14th 2017

17.00.30.0150) 00:00 - krypta - start with the scares [the great s/n] 00:18 - paradime - sugar sweet popcorn [tropical summer pop] 00:36 - elegant death - due suffering [dummymaster ep] 00:42 - baby phantoms - wish i was dying [never would have] 00:55 - little dragon - you're my religion [mosaic] 01:10 - nobouken - escape from the
time slip [time slip] 01:29 - phiia - a poem for dookie [dookie] 01:53 - kyary pamyu pamyu - stop start [one love] 02:07 - fear of faggot - turned on [the listeners] 02:35 - intro - g!g!e!!n!h!! 02:55 -!!! - head on [the head on] 03:09 - vicotnik - flotsam [monster hunt] 03:23 - lemuel - can't take it [flamingo ep] 03:32 - future funk ace - it's all

in your mind [two colours] 03:42 - the magic - share [outro]
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